Swedish pilots, which had just arrived. They were
successful in keeping the Russians away during the day-
time—but they could do nothing at night because there
were no searchlights*
And that same night at about ten-thirty came another
alarm. I went out with Walter Kerr of the Herald Tribune.
There were some air-raid shelters a hundred yards or so
from the hotel, but they were only blast and splinter proof*
and a number of people have been killed in one just like
them during the bad raids a few days before. So we went
on, and climbing a little way down the bank of the river,
lay down in the snow, I cannot describe how cold it was.
It was really unbelievable. But then we buried ourselves
in the snow, and this made things a little better.
The night was deadly quiet. The only sound we heard
for a long time was that of the Lapp dogs barking at the
neighbouring farms. At times we thought we heard some-
thing else; but it was only the wind blowing through the
telephone wires. Finally, another sound came, which we
soon recognised as the drone of aeroplane engines. It drew
nearer and nearer. Then six great flashes lit up the sky
behind us* to be followed a second later by six roars as the
bombs hit the outskirts of the town to the south. So long
as they confined their bombing to that side of the town,
I thought, we were fairly safe, because we were well below
the top of the river bank. But then the planes changed
course and seemed to be coming towards us. The prospect
began to look unhealthy. If they hit the frozen river in an
attempt to smash the railway bridge we should have chunks
of Ice as well as bomb-splinters to contend with. There
were some small willow bushes growing a little way
farther down the bank, and hearing the planes approach
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